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100-70: exceptional performance; strong evidence of original thinking; good organization; capacity to analyze and synthesize; superior
grasp of subject matter with sound critical evaluations; evidence of extensive knowledge base. 69-60: good performance; evidence of grasp
of subject matter; some evidence of critical capacity and analytic ability; reasonable understanding of relevant issues; evidence of
familiarity with the literature. 59-50: intellectually adequate performance; evidence of some familiarity with the relevant literature and
techniques; limited focus and structure; basic analytic ability only. 49-40: minimally acceptable performance; minimal knowledge of
relevant literature and techniques; lack of breadth; unsubstantiated statements; lack of thesis; poor structure. 39-0: inadequate performance;
little evidence of even superficial understanding of subject matter; lacking critical and analytical skills; limited or irrelevant use of literature.
I hereby certify that I understand what plagiarism is and that this essay is entirely my own work. Neither the paper in its
entirety nor parts thereof have been published elsewhere in either paper or electronic form unless indicated through referencing.

Staff to fill out this section
Intellectual content
Essay has little analysis; does not address
assigned question; irrelevant material included;
argument unclear.
Research
Essay uses few primary and secondary sources;
sources misunderstood or used incorrectly.

Essay has clear analysis and addresses assigned
question clearly; argument clear and evidence
used skillfully to support it.
Essay makes skilful, accurate use of primary
and secondary sources; situates argument in
previous scholars’ work.

Preparation
Essay is careless; typographical and/or
grammatical errors; inconsistencies in citations,
bibliography. Layout and formatting are good.

Essay is careful; has the qualities of a
thoughtfully revised piece of work; carefully
proof read; consistent, accurate and well
prepared notes, citations and bibliography.

Use of Illustrations (if relevant)
Essay has few/no illustrations, with poor use of
captions, numbering and accreditation.

Essay is illustrated throughout; all images are
captioned, numbered and accredited.
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